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Eat up fewer resources in Cryostat 2.1 with sidecar reports [2]

Cryostat is a tool for managing JDK Flight Recorder data on Kubernetes. Version 2.1 of
Cryostat introduces the option of using a sidecar reports container to generate automated
analysis reports for JDK flight recordings. Previously, the main Cryostat container handled the
report generation. Report generation is a resource-intensive operation, and as a result, users
may find themselves overprovisioning the Cryostat container to meet peak resource demands.
Those resources may in turn end up unused if you're not generating reports.
With this new option to delegate report generation to a sidecar container, users will find it
easier to provision resources more efficiently. When report generation is not a concern, the
main Cryostat container, including its web server and various lightweight operations over
HTTP and JMX, has only a small resource footprint. Based on their report generation
workflow, users can provision resources to the sidecar reports container accordingly and spin
up any number of replicas of that container.

Cockpit 270 [3]

Cockpit is the modern Linux admin interface. We release regularly. Here are the release notes
from Cockpit 270, cockpit-machines 269, and cockpit-podman 48...

Digital transformation: 5 reality checks before you take the plunge [4]

Digital transformation (DX) can mean just about anything and everything in the business and
technology spectrum. Starting with the transition from analog to digital, the term has evolved

to refer to the adoption of social and mobile technologies and more recently, to the
implementation of any of a plethora of digital technologies.
With so much focus on digital, enterprises risk losing sight of what really matters: the actual
transformation.

6 tips for effective meetings in a hybrid work environment [5]

The pandemic has changed meeting culture forever. Zoom has become a verb and a household
name. While online meetings were always part of business life, the pandemic and its aftermath
made them an essential part of doing business for the foreseeable future. With distributed
workforces now standard, doing online meetings ?right? is more important than ever.
After hosting and attending thousands of meetings in my many stints at companies large and
small, I?ve become an expert on what it takes to have a productive meeting. Here are some
key dos and don?ts and some tips and tricks for making online and hybrid meetings more
effective.
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